Abstract
Nations Charter, both contemplates and regulates occupation, regardless of its underlying legality. States engaged in occupation face demands by international actors for withdrawal from the territory, decent treatment of its residents, or both. Even for governments convinced of the legality or the importance of their occupations, it remains an embarrassment of sorts. That discomfiture is particularly acute for a liberal democracy, where a government committed in principle to human rights, political participation, and the rule of law for its own people imposes a system on occupied peoples falling far short of these standards. The autocratic state occupying territory will, one assumes, experience fewer reservations about denying to the occupied population that which they deprive their own. Indeed, liberal democracies in Europe managed to reconcile these practices during the colonial era.
Over the last decade, a new set of occupiers has increasingly administered territory -international organizations. Although their operations are rarely termed occupations, international organizations have deployed significant civilian and military presences to undertake many of -in some senses, more than -the activities of occupying forces in terms of control and governance. These occupations vary in their level of intrusiveness, with direct territorial administration as the apogee of their power. Observers have pointed out the similarities between such administrations and oldfashioned colonialism, with Roland Paris perceptively referring to them as 'an updated version of the mission civilisatrice ' . 2 Whether such de facto UN conservatorship is wise policy or simply a dressed up version of colonialism remains a subject of great debate.
3 If the expansion in the scope of territorial administration by international organizations over the last decade is any indication of governmental and popular attitudes, it would appear that the tar of colonialism is not sticking. Whether because of the delegitimization of racial superiority, the absence of an exploitative economic motive, or the commitment to self-determination by international organizations, territorial administrations have not lived up to the fears of those seeking colonial analogies. 4 Indeed, some of the more successful operations -in Namibia, Cambodia, and East Timor -have been part of a process of decolonization or emergence from foreign occupation.
The analogy between administration by international organizations and occupations by states, however, retains much traction. Both missions can resemble each other in the eyes of those living in the occupied or administered territory and face many of the same challenges to acceptability, both within the territory and by actors outside it. Yet the word occupation remains threatening to international organizations for the same reason it does to democracies: just as liberal states cannot practise what they preach in occupied territories, so international organizations dedicated to a similar set of values -even though many members do not practise them at home -do not wish to be seen as sacrificing them when they govern territory. To avoid the stigma of being seen as occupiers, they have developed their own legal and political coping mechanism. They have, I believe, assumed that the approval of these missions by the organization's competent organs insulates them from the problems of occupiers and have refused to apply the term to these missions. International law doctrine, for its part, endorses this differentiation. It deploys the term occupation to cover, as Adam Roberts crystallized it, only operations involving 'the armed forces of a State exercising some kind of domination or authority over inhabited territory' outside its borders. 5 This sort of cognitive dissonance -the disconnect between the ways international law and organizations have conceptualized occupations and territorial administrations and the ways these missions are actually carried out -is no longer tenable. In fact, the two sorts of operations share a great deal, and lines separating them, adopted by international elites and reflected in international law, are disappearing. Although numerous works have examined state occupations or international administrations separately, my claim here is that only an understanding of them together will enable both lawyers and policy-makers to develop optimal doctrine and operating procedures -optimal in that they improve the functioning of these missions, in particular by mitigating the harms that arise when foreign forces control territory and exert significant power over its occupants.
I focus on what I regard as the two most critical areas of convergence: the legal frameworks governing the conduct of both types of missions and the legitimacy of coercion employed by them. The two issues are distinct but complementary insofar as the first is of particular interest to international lawyers, while the second is of a more political and operational nature. My approach to them is both analytic and normative -to show the shortcomings of various attempts to differentiate between the missions; and to suggest various ways in which governments, international organizations, and international law can coherently manage the common issues. At the same time, my goal is not to provide some detailed doctrinal solution to these issues. In particular, the question of the relationship of international human rights and humanitarian law to situations of occupation, addressed in Section 2 below, has proven enormously complex and the subject of numerous other legal works. My contribution to that effort is to show how any doctrinal approach, legal or political, must take account of the commonalities of these missions.
Before beginning, the reader should note that I will frequently deploy the word 'occupation' in a functional sense to describe control of territory by outside entities. Roberts, 'What is a Military Occupation? ', 55 BYBIL (1984) 249, at 300 (emphasis added). To his credit, Roberts did include occupation by international organizations in his typology of occupations: ibid., at 289-292. 6 Others have proposed a broad functional meaning that emphasizes the lack of consent of the sovereign. See, e.g., E. Benvenisti, The International Law of Occupation (1993) , at 4; Vité, 'L'applicabilité du droit international de l'occupation militaire aux activités des organisations internationales', 853 Int'l Rev Red Cross (2004) 9, at 14. My definition is broad enough to cover situations where consent from the territorial sovereign was given (e.g., the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia for the missions in Kosovo), as well as where the state giving consent was not clearly the lawful sovereign (e.g., Indonesia for the missions in East Timor).
Though off-putting to some readers, it reflects my point that the divergence between the legal and functional meanings of occupation is not tolerable.
Distinguishing Two Forms of Occupation
At one level, occupations by states and by international organizations vary in significant respects. First, with respect to their causes and legal bases, states typically occupy territory during and after armed conflict between the would-be occupier and another state, usually the state whose land is occupied. The occupier may have used force in self-defence or even pursuant to UN authority, in which case its occupation is more likely, at least for a while, to be considered by key elites as an appropriate response to aggression; or it may have used force aggressively, in which case the occupation itself will typically be regarded as illegal. Either way, occupation by states is essentially nonconsensual. 7 International organizations, on the other hand, occupy and administer territory pursuant to resolutions of their organs, such as the UN Security Council. Most such recent occupations have been authorized under Chapter VII of the UN CharterBosnia (by NATO -IFOR and then SFOR -and UNMIBH), 8 Kosovo (by NATO and UNMIK) and East Timor (by UNTAET) -though the EU's administration of Mostar followed from a decision of the EU Council under its Common Foreign and Security Policy. 9 Other, somewhat less intrusive, administrations have followed Council resolutions under Chapter VI, e.g., Cambodia (by UNTAC) and El Salvador (by ONUSAL). Though scholars have examined whether the Council has the power to establish the most intrusive forms, the practice of the UN and its members leaves little doubt as to its legality.
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Even when international organizations have entered a territory under Chapter VII, they have first obtained the consent of the nominal government, although, as Simon Chesterman importantly notes, they often lack the consent of the population or at least key power centres within it.
11 That consent can come about through a political settlement, whether a provisional one like a ceasefire (Kosovo or Northern Iraq) or a permanent peace accord (Bosnia or Cambodia); or it can be given while the conflict still rages (Somalia or East Timor).
12 Either way, this consent differs from the nonconsensual basis for occupation by states.
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For a differentiation among 15 types of occupation, 13 of them by states, see Roberts, supra note 5, at 260-293. Second, the scenarios for the termination of an occupation can differ, though some overlap emerges. International organizations have pursued three models to date.
(1) The occupied territory is reintegrated or integrated into a state, typically after the resolution of a dispute between two states over its future. Historical precedents include the Saar's return to Germany in 1935 following a League of Nations administration and plebiscite, Irian Jaya's integration into Indonesia in 1963 following UN administration, Eastern Slavonia's reintegration into Serbia in 1997-1998 following UN administration, and Mostar's reintegration into Bosnia following EU administration in the 1990s. 13 With the exception of Irian Jaya, all the territories reverted to the state recognized as the lawful sovereign prior to the occupation. (2) The occupied territory becomes a new state or something close to it; examples are Danzig between the World Wars, East Timor since 2002, perhaps one day Western Sahara, and the aborted post-World War II plans for an internationalized Trieste and Jerusalem. The Kosovo mission could end in either of these two scenarios. (3) The territory, which remains an independent state during the occupation, is eventually governed by its own leaders, typically following elections. This has been the pattern with secondgeneration peacekeeping missions, and it remains the UN's goal with respect to Bosnia.
As for states, they can follow model (1) above, as Israel withdrew from the Sinai under the 1979 Egypt-Israel peace treaty and Libya from northern Chad following the 1994 ruling of the International Court of Justice (ICJ) on the Aouzou strip.
14 They can implement model (2) above, as India's invasion of East Pakistan ended in the creation of a new state and, in the view of Turkey, so did its occupation of northern Cyprus. They can also carry out a variant of (3) in allowing restoration of control by the domestic government, but this form of termination has not uniformly been accompanied by elections, or even by full withdrawal of the occupier's military, as has happened with the end of UN missions. Thus, the Allies ended the occupation of Germany and Japan after World War II (while keeping troops there), the Soviet Union withdrew from Afghanistan in 1989, and Vietnam from Cambodia in 1989. In the eyes of the Security Council and the United States government, occupation has already terminated in Afghanistan and Iraq. 15 of Indonesia to accept' UNTAET). The EU's mission that governed Mostar was set up under a 1994 agreement between the members of the EU and WEU, on the one hand, and the government of Bosnia and various related entities, on the other, more than a year before the General Framework Agreement terminating the war in Bosnia: Memorandum of Understanding on European Union Administration of Mostar, 5 July 1994 (on file with the author). States have also terminated occupations according to a fourth model, one not capable of implementation by international organizations: integration into the territory of the occupier. After World War II, the Soviet Union annexed some occupied territories in Eastern Europe and Japan. Absorption remains the goal of many in India regarding Kashmir and the de facto policy of the Moroccan government regarding Western Sahara; it also describes Israel's policy toward East Jerusalem and, in the hopes of some Israelis, most of the West Bank.
Third, the mandates for governance differ between the two sets of occupiers. When states occupy foreign territory, the occupier is supposed to operate under the international law regarding occupation, in particular the Fourth Geneva Convention and the regulations under Hague Convention IV of 1907. Modern occupation law operates within the framework of the fundamental principle of the illegality of acquisition of territory by force. 16 Under this framework, the watchword is maintenance of the legal status quo while protecting the basic welfare of the population, pending a final disposition of the territory, typically a withdrawal from it. Occupation is meant to be temporary and minimalist in terms of its impact on the population. 17 This prophylactic concept aims to protect the population from exploitation by the occupier, and in particular from acts that might lead to the integration of the territory into the occupier's state. At the same time, occupiers have tried to alter the status quo and evade applying the Hague and Geneva Conventions. 18 One way to attempt a clean slate was through the installation of civilian puppet regimes, as was done by Turkey in Northern Cyprus, the Soviet Union in Afghanistan, and Vietnam in Cambodia.
In the case of occupation by international organizations, the competent organ of the organization, following negotiations among the domestic and foreign parties, sets forth whatever mandate to which they and the UN have agreed. For East Timor or Namibia, the Council's mandate was to foster the transition to independence; for Irian Jaya and Eastern Slavonia, the General Assembly and the Council, respectively, set up mandates foreseeing eventual integration into the territory of one of the parties; and for Bosnia, it is to assist in fostering a unified state out of the Federation of Bosnia-Herzegovina and the Republika Srpska. In these cases, the goal of the missions was to prepare and ease the transition to those endpoints, not to maintain the status quo. Even in the case of Kosovo, whose final status is undetermined, NATO and UNMIK are undertaking significant efforts to alter the pre-March 1999 situation (when it was no longer an autonomous province within Serbia). In a word, for international organization missions, the status quo is a problem to be overcome, not a situation to maintain.
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Friendly Relations Declaration, supra note 1, principle 1, para. 10; see also 18 See Benvenisti, supra note 6, at 91-98; Roberts, supra note 5, at 267-271.
These contrasting mandates map onto differing entities running the operations. For state occupations, the military is in charge on the ground. For international organizations, the competent organ appoints a civilian administrator, a Special Representative of the Secretary-General (SRSG) in the case of the UN Secretary-General (under authority of the Security Council), or the High Representative in the case of the Peace Implementation Council set up after the Bosnia peace agreement. 19 He or she heads the mission and works through civil administration components to govern or assist in governing the territory. The military is relegated to keeping the territory secure, but is not charged with governance.
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The status quo/transition dichotomy does not, however, correspond to an obvious distinction between the intrusiveness of the operations into the lives of the populace. Indeed, judging from the occupations by Israel and the United States, military occupiers seem more likely to disrupt everyday life than international organization occupiers despite the prima facie limitations on their lawful authority to do so. The average Palestinian has experienced a greater negative interference in his life from the Israeli military than has the average resident of Kosovo, Eastern Slavonia, or Mostar from the UN or EU administrators.
Lastly, the structures for oversight differ between the two forms of occupation. When democracies occupy territory, the occupying forces are supposed to be accountable to the state's domestic institutions, whether senior executive leaders, the legislature, the courts if they deem the legal issues justiciable, and eventually the population as a whole. (Non-democratic occupiers do not face this form of internal accountability, although the Soviet experience in Afghanistan shows how deaths of soldiers during the occupation can create pressures to terminate the operation.) The structures for accountability at the international level are, however, much less formal. The International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC), international organizations, or NGOs can shed light on the practices of the occupation (in the case of the ICRC, a very confidential light), and each has ways to exert pressure on the occupier whose policies it opposes; but only the Security Council, or conceivably the ICJ, can issue a binding directive to an occupying state.
When the UN occupies territory, military contingents within the mission are accountable domestically. Thus, abuses by Canadian peacekeepers led to investigations at home, and the Netherlands spent many months evaluating the conduct of its peacekeepers at Srebrenica. 21 
The Convergence of Legal Frameworks
State and international organization occupations thus differ in key respects. Indeed, from the perspective of the international lawyer appraising the powers of and constraints upon these operations, the distinctive paradigms of governance -status quo under the law of occupation vs. transformation under the mandate from a competent organ -seem particularly important and worth preserving. 24 Yet in two respects, the legal frameworks governing these two types of operations have witnessed significant convergence. As a result, it becomes more difficult to see them as governed by separate sets of norms.
A The International Law Framework: The Human Rights/ Humanitarian Law Divide
Governments and international organizations have tended to see international humanitarian law (IHL), and the Hague Regulations and Fourth Geneva Convention in particular, as offering a nearly comprehensive regime for state occupations; whereas for international organization operations, they view international human rights law as the core set of governance norms beyond the textual mandate of the operation -which itself will typically refer to the need for the parties to respect human rights. This vision of two governing regimes stems in part from the third distinction noted above; that is, IHL should govern state occupations because it is minimalist, while human rights law should govern international organizations missions because it is ambitious.
Yet in my view this dichotomy principally results from the different sorts of bureaucracies placed in charge of each type of mission. For state occupiers, because the military controls the operation, it seems natural to them, and their lawyers in particular, to work under the framework of -if not always comply with -the laws of war. Thus, for example, US officials have repeatedly defended (or occasionally admitted failures in) their conduct in Iraq with reference principally to occupation law. 25 27 The Israeli Supreme Court's key decisions on the occupied territory have been guided by IHL -whether the Hague Regulations or, more recently, the Geneva Conventions.
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On the other hand, civilians supervise international territorial administrations. Their greater familiarity with human rights law as well as, I believe, their aversion to seeing themselves as occupiers leads to a clear preference for invoking human rights law. Thus, UNMIK's first regulation states that 'all persons undertaking public duties or holding public office in Kosovo shall observe internationally recognized human rights standards and shall not discriminate against any person on any ground. . . .' 29 The absence of any reference to IHL might be justified on the ground that only KFOR (and not UNMIK itself) has any military units. Yet several months later, UNTAET, which included its own military component, issued a similar regulation, citing seven major human rights instruments, but including no reference to IHL. 30 This pattern follows that of other multidimensional peacekeeping operations, which seem to have left matters of IHL to individual military contingents and have seen themselves principally operating according to human rights norms. Such missions have set up human rights components, though their mandates have focused on ensuring observation of human rights by local actors rather than by their own personnel.
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At the policy-making levels, for many years the United Nations, its Member States, and its lawyers clung to the distinction between occupation, on the one hand, and UN peacekeeping or peace enforcement, on the other. As David Scheffer has recently pointed out, none of the Security Council resolutions creating key UN peacekeeping missions, including those with sizeable military components, makes reference to the law of occupation.
32 At best, the UN conceded in various regulations and status of forces agreements with host countries that its forces were bound by the 'principles As David Kretzmer has pointed out to me, the key UN human rights covenants did not enter into force until nearly 9 years into the Israeli occupation, which could account for the reliance on IHL as well. 33 This position has a remarkable parallel to the Israeli government's traditional approach to the Fourth Geneva Convention with respect to the occupied territories, and, more recently, the refusal of the US government to apply the Geneva Conventions to certain aspects of the conflict in Afghanistan. 34 Yet both international law and the realities of such operations undermine claims to distinguish the two forms of occupation based on this ground. First, and most obvious, the state occupying territory cannot evade the framework of international human rights law. There is no longer any doubt that human rights law applies during occupations. As the International Court of Justice confirmed in the Nuclear Weapons Case, IHL does not operate to the exclusion of human rights law in situations where the former applies. 35 The ICJ's opinion in Legal Consequences of the Construction of a Wall in the Occupied Palestinian Territory, despite its other flaws in analysis, reiterates the continued applicability of human rights law, including, for example, its conclusion that the wall violated the liberty of movement guaranteed under the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR). 36 Michael Dennis has recently noted important inconsistencies between this doctrine, on the one hand, and both the negotiating record of and state practice under the ICCPR, on the other; but it seems that key authoritative interpreters of the ICCPR now accept, at a minimum, that IHL does not simply displace international human rights law in situations of occupation.
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More importantly, those affected by an occupation within the territory, within the occupying state, and outside them, will make claims against the occupier based on human rights law. These include demands regarding freedom of speech and assembly, respect for the privacy of the home, due process of law, and, of course, selfgovernment. They will not limit themselves to obtaining only the protections granted to occupied populations in the Hague Regulations and Fourth Geneva Convention. NGOs realized this quite a while ago; Amnesty International's statements of concern regarding US actions in Iraq have, for instance, invoked both international humanitarian law and human rights law. 38 As a result, states engaged in occupations must both understand human rights law and be prepared to implement it. Second, and less obviously, international organizations engaged in the occupation and administration of territory can no longer relegate IHL to an afterthought. As a doctrinal matter, UN forces -either Blue Helmets or 'coalitions of the willing' -must follow IHL, as has been considered in a number of careful scholarly studies. The status of that law vis-à-vis the overall mandate set by the Security Council may be up for some debate (e.g., whether the Council has the power to override certain aspects of IHL), but the basic applicability of the law of war to UN forces remains clear. 39 More importantly, the scope of UN missions in the last decade has made the integration of IHL into peacekeeping imperative. In the 1990s, forces under UN command became increasingly involved in combat operations; in dealing with insurgents opposed to the UN presence, military components needed to use force, and human rights law, premised generally on a stable domestic order, typically lacks legal criteria for decisionmaking. The principles of distinction and proportionality, for example, are norms of humanitarian law, not human rights law (which after all bans extrajudicial killing).
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The UN has needed to take advantage of the prerogatives that IHL gives an occupier rather than simply pretend that armed conflict is over. 41 Indeed, the UN itself has recognized the need for a shift in its thinking. Under prodding from the ICRC, Secretary-General Annan promulgated in August 1999 a bulletin entitled Observance by United Nations forces of international humanitarian law.
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Though the document avoids stating that UN forces are directly bound by the Geneva Conventions, it turns the earlier 'principles and spirit' formula into a statement that the 'principles and rules' of IHL apply to UN forces. It then elaborates rules for UN forces that restate the core norms of IHL found in the Geneva Conventions and Protocols. These include protection of the civilian population, limitations on means and methods of combat, and treatment of persons hors de combat.
Yet the effect of this directive remains unclear and will turn on whether the Secretary-General seeks to enforce it through oversight of UN forces or leaves it up to states donating troops. A second area of convergence between occupations and international territorial administrations concerns the extent to which an occupied territory's extant domestic law should remain in place. The Hague Regulations require the occupier to 'restore, and ensure, as far as possible, public order and safety, while respecting, unless absolutely prevented, the laws in force in the country', while under the Fourth Geneva Convention, the penal laws are to remain in force, subject to a rather broad exception (if the laws are a threat to the occupier's security or an obstacle to implementing the Convention), and non-penal laws can be changed in order to enable the occupier to fulfil its Convention obligations, maintain orderly government, and ensure its security. 45 While the two treaties create general presumptions in favour of the status quo, the texts can easily be read to provide the occupier with discretion to modify certain (especially non-penal) laws. 46 In practice, in the West Bank, the pre-1967 Jordanian law has been supplemented by security enactments promulgated by Israeli officials; Israel has also applied much Israeli law to the territories. 47 The United States government, for its part, faced the same issue after its conquest of Iraq. Within weeks of the start of the occupation of Iraq, the Coalition Provisional Authority repealed parts of the Iraqi penal code. 48 In July 2003, it suspended the Saddam-era law on free assembly and free expression as inconsistent with human rights. 49 Some scholars claimed these alterations to the legal status quo were scarcely consistent with IHL. 50 But as Eyal Benvenisti has noted, this practice has significant precedent in the Allies' approach to fascist-era laws after they occupied Italy -which was also at odds with the conservative reading by some scholars of the Hague Regulations. Benvenisti, supra note 6, at 84-86.
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regarding the status of extant law. Operations from UNTAG in Namibia through UNMIK have promulgated regulations that override or supplant existing law. In Cambodia, for instance, the status of the criminal code was so uncertain that the staff of the SRSG drafted a new law enacted by the Supreme National Council, Cambodia's de jure governing body. 52 In Somalia, the SRSG brought back into force Somalia's 1962 Penal Code. 53 With full territorial administration in Kosovo and East Timor, and the importance of distancing the UN regime from that of the prior rulers, the UN has become quite proficient at suspending existing laws and enacting new ones. In Kosovo, this has meant abrogation of numerous pre-1999 discriminatory laws and promulgation of complex regulations in the areas of criminal law and procedure, media regulation, and the private economy. 54 The SRSG in East Timor enacted a lengthy set of transitional rules of criminal procedure in September 2000. 55 These determinations have overlapped with decisions regarding the first issue above, namely the applicability of human rights and humanitarian law. 56 Thus, states and international organizations have changed the status quo significantly and have justified it as necessary to carry out their duties as occupier. As discussed below, I do not suggest that all these actions have equal legal validity; some might well be illegal under IHL because the occupier is ignoring or misinterpreting the Hague or Geneva law. But what is most significant is that both states and international organizations have been making those interpretations in the same direction -in favour of the permissibility of significant changes to existing law. In effect, the occupier's justifications for changing laws under the Hague Regulations and Fourth Geneva Convention, i.e., to fulfil its obligations to the population under those treaties, resemble those of the UN mission, i.e., to carry out its mandate from the Security Council.
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C The Limits of Normative Convergence
The foregoing discussion shows that four bodies of law potentially apply in the two types of occupation: international humanitarian law, international human rights law, local law, and the mandate from or decisions by an international organization, which by implication would include the constitutive law of that organization. See, e.g., SC Res. 1272 (1999), para. 4 (authorizing UNTAET 'to take all necessary measures to fulfill its mandate').
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I exclude the domestic law of the occupying state or contributor to the international mission. international organization, e.g., the Security Council, makes decisions relevant to the occupation, as was at least attempted in the Council's resolutions on Iraq since 2003.
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) But to say that a body of law 'applies' masks numerous interpretive questions for occupiers and their lawyers regarding the interrelationship among those norms. Chief among these is which should control in the event that there is a conflict between them -when one source of law requires action A alone and another requires action B alone. 60 One obvious case is in the detention of civilians, where IHL and human rights law give significantly different prerogatives to governing authorities. 61 Another concerns the permissibility of changing local law, where a Security Council mandate of a UN force (or a resolution requiring certain conduct by state occupiers) and IHL point in different directions. If we argued that the occupier can comply with both the Council's authorization for change in the status quo and the limitations on such change under IHL only by changing local law up to the point permitted by IHL, then the practice of the UN in Kosovo and East Timor, or of the High Representative in Bosnia, would in many ways conflict with IHL.
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The search for a suitable approach, let alone a legal doctrine, to the relative priority of these areas of law for occupying forces remains a formidable task for international organizations, governments, and their lawyers. Some have suggested the need for a major adjustment in the law. Adam Roberts wrote 15 years ago about the shortcomings of IHL as applied to long-term occupations such as those in the West Bank. 63 More recently, in light of the Iraq experience, he and others have noted the limits of occupation law to so-called 'transformative occupations', where the occupier does not seek to return control to the prior government but is engaged in creating a new regime. Scheffer has gone so far as to suggest a new category of law for occupations following the removal of atrocious regimes preferably, though not necessarily, pursuant to Security Council authorization. 64 But the values that IHL upholds in terms of the illegitimacy of territorial acquisition by force suggest that simply displacing it in favour of a new regime would probably do more harm than good. Others have Compare ICCPR, Arts. 9-10, with Geneva Convention IV, Arts. 5, 41-43, 68, 78, and generally 79-135. 62 See, e.g., Irmscher, supra note 39, at 391-393. 63 Roberts, supra note 17. 64 Scheffer, supra note 24, at 851 ('liberating armies that operate with international authority, advance democracy, and save civilian populations from atrocities should be regulated by a modern occupation regime that can be created under the UN Charter.'); ibid. proposed more modest forms of reconciliation by building on the common purposes of IHL and human rights law and interpreting one consistently with the other. 65 Yet these approaches examine only the problem of occupation by states.
My purpose here is not to offer a doctrinal solution, in part because it is beyond the scope of this paper but also in part because I am dubious about the practicality for occupiers of a detailed doctrinal web of obligations as opposed to some general principles that would need to be fleshed out in practice. Rather, I wish to posit that any doctrinal and operational approaches that occupiers and their lawyers devise must take into account the common aspects of state occupations and international territorial administrations. Both fall along a spectrum in terms of the amount of resistance to the operation. 66 Thus, at one end, either form may confront a strong adversary, and at the other, the operation may not need to use much coercion at all. The resistance witnessed by the United States in parts of Iraq, by Israel at least since the first Intifada, and by the UN in Somalia fall at one end; the cooperative, even welcomed, local response to the US occupation of Kurdish areas of Iraq and the UN operation in East Timor fall at the other. They will also fall along a spectrum in terms of the suitability of the existing domestic law for protecting the welfare of the population. This suitability can be a subjective question, as occupiers can disagree with others (within the occupied population as well as outside it) on whether certain domestic laws promote or undermine that welfare, e.g., laws that discriminate based on gender or that curtail freedom of speech and the press. In light of this spectrum, any approach to reconciling the four areas of law would need to respect the following principles common to both sets of missions:
(1) The Security Council has a special role in addressing situations of occupation or administration of territory, including authority under Articles 25 and 103 to override other international and domestic norms.
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(2) International human rights law, as the fundamental set of norms protecting basic human dignity, should govern in situations of foreign occupation or international administration of territory to the maximum extent feasible.
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(3) International humanitarian law, as the law designed to address situations of armed conflict, will need to displace human rights law to the extent that the occupier's control over territory is seriously challenged through armed resistance. The legality of a Council attempt to override jus cogens norms seems not particularly pertinent to this debate.
For an eloquent defence of the idea of human rights as the 'normal order of things' see Ben-Naftali and Shany, supra note 65, at 41-42.
(4) Any foreign or international occupation must respect the core norm of international law that renders illegal both the acquisition of territory by force as well as the forcible removal of another state's government.
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These principles common to both sets of operations can help determine how far their governing normative frameworks should converge. At a minimum, I would propose four general conclusions:
(1) Where the Security Council has acted under Chapter VII and decided that an occupying force (of either kind) should undertake certain actions to protect the population, that authority should override potentially inconsistent provisions of IHL, human rights law, or extant local law -or perhaps more charitably, should control the interpretation of that law. As a practical matter, because the Council will always issue such directives in the case of international territorial administrations but not uniformly in the case of state occupations, international organizations will and should have a special sort of authority compared to state occupiers. For example, UNMIK and UNTAET would have plenary authority to change local law despite the constraints of IHL, while Israeli forces in the West Bank would lack such special authority. The mixed signal sent by the Security Council to the states occupying Iraq -endorsing change while also calling for the occupiers to comply with international humanitarian law -would represent a middle case.
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(2) Where the occupation faces serious security threats and domestic institutions within the territory are incapable of addressing them, both sets of occupiers should be able to rely upon the prerogatives of -but must also comply with the constraints of -international humanitarian law. In other aspects of the occupation, each should comply with human rights law to the maximal extent feasible. For example, both the United States as the chief occupying power in Iraq and UN missions such as UNMIK may equally treat those resisting the missions through force as combatants and respond accordingly. But in other aspects of their mission, such as treatment of common criminals, they should comply with human rights law. (3) All other things being equal, the greater the incompatibility of extant domestic law with the basic human rights of the population, the greater should be the ability of occupying forces to change the status quo as a means of carrying out its duties to protect that population. This would mean that international humanitarian law should be interpreted to give leeway to both sorts of occupying forces to amend local law that is particularly harmful to human rights, 71 but . . . (4) Because the risk of acquisition of territory by force by an international organization is less than the risk by a state occupier, the former should be afforded more
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Friendly Relations Declaration, supra note 1, principle 1, para. 10. I leave aside the possibility that a government can be removed by a state acting in self-defence, by a decision of the Security Council, or even through unauthorized humanitarian intervention in exceptional circumstances. This is close to the positions of Gasser, supra note 16, at 255, Benvenisti, supra note 6, at 167 and Fox, supra note 24, at 270-278.
leeway than the latter in changing the status quo in a manner protective of human rights. 72 State occupiers will thus have fewer liberties under international humanitarian law to undertake major changes to the status quo as part of their duty to protect the welfare of the population. Thus international humanitarian law would constrict Israel's approach to local law in the West Bank more than it would UNMIK's approach to law in Kosovo.
The Legitimacy of Coercion
Beyond the convergence of legal frameworks, foreign occupations and international territorial administrations are facing a joint political and operational challenge, as each faces criticism of their use of coercive tactics against the local population. Until quite recently, governmental, intergovernmental, and non-governmental elites seemed to have contrasting views about the legitimacy of such coercion. They have always been quite wary of state occupiers using force against restive occupied populations (even if those measures are prima facie justifiable under the law of occupation). 73 On the other hand, the use of force by UN operations has been seen as legitimate, whether through a direct mandate from the Security Council or through rules of engagement allowing force for the defence of the mission and not merely for immediate unit self-defence. 74 This view about coercion stems from a larger vision about the United Nations as impartial and trustworthy compared to its self-interested Member States. At the core of this perception -and self-perception -of the United Nations is the concept of multinationality. Though Article 101 requires that the Organization take only 'due regard' of geographical distribution during recruitment, that principle, along with Article 100's rule mandating the independence of UN civil servants, is the basis for the concept (some would say myth) of the UN's impartiality -and is indeed often more controlling in practice than Article 101's requirement of competence. 75 With respect to peace operations, Hammarskjold's original vision stressed multinationality (as well as non-participation by directly affected states and the Permanent Five) as the basis for impartiality. 76 From this perspective, state occupiers, even so-called 'coalitions of the willing,' lack the broad multinationality of the UN; they are in a confrontational 72 I appreciate thoughts on this idea from David Kretzmer. See, e.g., Brahimi Report, supra note 43, para. 49 ('United Nations military units must be capable of defending themselves, other mission components and the mission's mandate. Rules of engagement should not limit contingents to stroke-for-stroke responses but should allow ripostes sufficient to silence a source of deadly fire that is directed at United Nations troops or at the people they are charged to protect. . . . '); see also Chesterman, supra note 11, at 103-112. 75 See B. Simma (ed.), Charter of the United Nations (2nd edn., 2002) , ii, at 1273-1274. relationship with the population, self-interested, and in need of reining in. In contrast, the UN, thanks to its multinationality, can only be working for loftier goals to benefit the population; thus its operations cannot be termed occupations. This informed its views on the application of IHL as well.
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A second factor, related to multinationality, also seems at work in these perceptionsnamely the jus ad bellum rationale for the occupier's presence in the first place. States whose initial use of force is unilateral will have a harder time than those contributing to the Blue Helmets convincing outsiders of the legality of their actions under the law of armed conflict. To differentiate further using both multinationality and jus ad bellum rationales as independent variables, I suspect that the acceptability of occupational tactics falls along a range, with (1) the actions of UN peacekeeping operations seen as most legitimate, followed by (2) those of states authorized by the UN, followed by (3) those of states occupying territory as a result of using force in self-defence, followed by (4) those of occupiers holding territory after using force aggressively. Each of these four, even the last, may conduct its occupation (or at least aspects of it) in accordance with Geneva and Hague Conventions; but the extent of any jus ad bellum endorsement of its presence in the territory by an international organization, as well as the multinationality of the force, will clearly affect attitudes on the jus in bello legality of its occupational tactics. This pattern of judging legitimacy is clearly at odds with the sacrosanct doctrinal separation of jus ad bellum and jus in bello, though it is not the only breach of that principle.
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But the distinction between international organizations and states -between category 1 and possibly 2, on the one hand, and categories 3 and 4, on the other -regarding the legitimacy of their coercive tactics is now under stress. It is not that occupation by states, even democracies, is coming to be seen as more legitimate -on the contrary, in light of impatience with the occupations in Iraq and the West Bankbut that international territorial administration is proving more difficult than anticipated. As discussed earlier with respect to the application of humanitarian and human rights law, both forms of occupation operate across a spectrum of environments with respect to the resistance they face and the coercion -even violence -they will deploy. From a position in which international organizations were seen as the agents for human rights and progress in post-conflict societies -whether in Namibia, Cambodia, El Salvador, Guatemala, or Mozambique -they are now discovering that they may need to limit civil liberties; and some audiences -local and internationalare objecting to this trend. 79 As James Fearon and David Laitin write:
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As Paul Szasz crystallized the UN view, 'it was considered somewhat unseemly to suggest that the United Nations might be "a party" to a military conflict'; Szasz, supra note 33, at 511. The reality of state weakness means that peacekeepers need to foster state building if there is to be any hope for exit without a return to considerable violence. This Hobbesian logic applies whether the forces are UN troops, ad hoc international coalitions, or the U.S. military in Afghanistan or Iraq. . . . The reality of insurgency and immediate post-war disorder suggest that a dominant military force will often be essential to lead an effective PKO.
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As a result, UN missions confront similar objections to their administration, and to the resultant employment of coercion, as do state occupations. In East Timor, the Australia-led INTERFET force ended up detaining some two dozen people on suspicion of committing offences, without any plans for trial. 81 Despite UNTAET's overall positive reputation among governmental and intergovernmental elites, Amnesty International harshly criticized its 2000 transitional rules of criminal procedure for allowing lengthy pre-trial detention. 82 It also noted that many detainees in East Timorese prisons had been denied their right to counsel.
In Kosovo, the actions and reactions have been more pronounced. Most significant has been the practice by UNMIK and KFOR of preventive, security-related (i.e., not pre-trial) detentions. Both UNMIK and KFOR have asserted the authority to detain individuals outside of any judicial process as part of their mandate under Security Council Resolution 1244 to 'ensur[e] public safety and order until the international civil presence can take responsibility for this task'. 83 KFOR has detained over 3,500 people in its Bondsteel camp (operated by the US contingent in KFOR) since the end of the 1999 war; UNMIK detained far smaller numbers in its first few years but ceased the practice in 2001, though it retains the power to do so. 84 Typically, neither the SRSG nor the commander of KFOR has publicly stated the grounds for the arrests.
Criticism of this practice has emanated from five principal sources: the Commissioner for Human Rights of the Council of Europe; the OSCE Mission in Kosovo; the independent Ombudsperson Institution created in June 2000 by UNMIK to promote human rights in Kosovo and to receive and address individual complaints regarding violations; 85 the UN Human Rights Commission's Special Representative for Bosnia and Yugoslavia; and NGOs, principally Amnesty International. In a series of reports beginning in 2000, all five argued that these detentions violated the European Convention on Human Rights. 86 In response to early concerns expressed by the OSCE mission, UNMIK created a detention review commission for those detained based on the SRSG's orders. Yet that commission must uphold a detention order as long as there is a fear that 'a threatened criminal act will be committed', and it is not the sort of judicial review prescribed in human rights treaties. Moreover, it applies only to those detained by UNMIK, not by KFOR. 87 KFOR reacted to this criticism by establishing a formal policy on detentions in an October 2001 directive (which also gave KFOR regional commanders the authority to detain people for up to 72 hours without informing the commander of KFOR); but the outside entities argued that KFOR detentions were unnecessary in light of the progress in constructing the Kosovo judiciary and constituted a violation of the detainees' rights.
88 KFOR has thus far refused to allow for judicial review of its practices, arguing in part that much of the information on which detentions are based is classified and can only be revealed to NATO officials.
Detentions are not, of course, the only source of criticism of UNMIK's work -it has been roundly attacked by NGOs for slowness in developing new governance institutions, protecting the Serb minority, and other problems, in particular after the outbreak of violence against Serbs and UNMIK in March 2004. 89 But those criticisms, typical of all peacekeeping operations, seek a more assertive mission in the face of lack of cooperation by local actors. In the case of detentions, however, the complaint is that the organization is going too far in asserting its plenary administrative power (short of the use of force) -that the international organization is acting most like an occupier by detaining security threats. Indeed, the Ombudsperson has complained about numerous occupation-like actions by UNMIK, less severe than detentions. These include accusations of abuse by UNMIK police or KFOR forces, demolition of property, unacceptable prison conditions, uncompensated confiscations, and the presence (or in some cases the absence) of security checkpoints.
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The detentions and reactions thereto in Kosovo, and to a lesser extent in East Timor, demonstrate three new realities of international territorial administration. First, the multinational character of the mission did not prevent it from doing at least some of the things that occupiers do. Just like state occupiers, international organizations and their members have their own particular interests, and to the extent that individuals get in the way of those interests, the organization will limit individual liberties. The interests themselves may be more legitimate in the case of the international organization administration insofar as they are reflected in a decision of its competent organ, some political settlement, or consent of the parties; but the actions to carry out those interests come to resemble each other. The UN can become as much of an adversary toward local groups as the state occupier, causing them to accuse it of breaching its impartiality, the sine qua non of all international peacekeeping.
Second, the multinational character of the operation did not wholly insulate the operation from international criticism for human rights violations. This may not be surprising in the case of Amnesty International, but it is significant that components of the Council of Europe, the OSCE, or the UN -institutions comprised of states -published critical reports about UNMIK and KFOR. At the same time, the criticism primarily emanated from the human rights community: the Council of Europe High Commissioner, the OSCE Mission, the Ombudsman, the UN Special Representative, and Amnesty International each have an explicit human rights agenda. The comparative silence of other actors can be explained by the lack of major casualties caused by UNMIK operations due to the simple absence of any major insurgency. UNMIK leaders and non-human rights constituencies seem prepared to accept some relatively minor infractions of human dignity by UNMIK if that means carrying out its mission more effectively -a very utilitarian approach to the problem. 91 Should casualties increase, criticism of its work will, I suspect, move beyond human-rights-oriented international organizations and NGOs. Yet I also believe, on balance, that the factors of multinationality and jus ad bellum discussed above have not wholly dissipatedthat outside actors are still likely to tolerate coercion by international occupiers more than by state occupiers.
Finally, the Kosovo episode says something about the accountability of international organizations and their civil servants compared to those of state occupiers. As noted in Section 1 above, formal oversight differs between the two sorts of operations at both the domestic and international levels. Since 1999, the Secretary-General has reported to the Council quarterly on UNMIK's activities and monthly on KFOR's work, including operations by both missions such as reconnaissance, seizure of weapons, and individual detentions. He has occasionally broached issues of accountability, including the creation of the detention review commission. 92 Nonetheless, neither the Secretary-General nor the Council appears to have expressed any concern -at least in public reports, statements, or resolutions -about KFOR's and UNMIK's detentions and other subjects of the various critical reports. The actions of the Council suggest that Member States of NATO and the UN are content to leave these matters to the 91 See Chesterman, supra note 11, at 149-151 (on position of UNMIK officials). forces on the ground, relegating individual complaints to the Ombudsperson, who can make only recommendations.
This pattern extends to the individual accountability of members of the mission. Foreign UNMIK personnel and all KFOR personnel, like all deployed UN personnel and UN-authorized forces, are immune from arrest and detention by local authorities as well as legal action in local courts. 93 The Ombudsperson, working from a very different perspective, has found this immunity incompatible with European human rights law in light of UNMIK's function as the government of Kosovo. 94 Nonetheless, and not at all surprisingly, neither organization has budged on the overall principle of immunity, nor has it waived jurisdiction in any cases to Kosovo courts for alleged abuses of local citizens. Instead, it has apparently disciplined individuals for misconduct through administrative means. 95 If the Security Council's members have discussed these matters, it has not been in any public way.
Transitional administration and their administrators thus remain formally accountable -to their international organization or to the donating states -but those with sanctioning authority have not exercised close oversight. Certainly part of the reason is, as noted, that transitional administrations have not faced the massive resistance that would lead them to use large amounts of force, akin to state occupiers like the United States in Iraq. But beyond the different factual contexts are more systemic reasons. First, the limited number of personnel at the headquarters of international organizations -in particular the UN -makes it impossible to keep the operations on a close leash. Second, the governments of states contributing troops, civilians, or money, or sitting on the Security Council remain disinterested in the details of the operation, unless it is resulting in danger to their personnel or a serious deterioration of the mission. And third, the equation between the multinational character of the occupying force and perceptions of impartiality seems to translate into limited need for accountability as wellas if multinationality were itself a form of or substitute for accountability.
This dynamic suggests the somewhat subversive possibility that democratic occupiers face greater accountability regarding their occupying forces than do international institutions. Certainly, state occupiers can face intense international scrutiny of their tactics, as can be seen by sustained criticism of the tactics of the US and Israel in their occupations (though other occupations have been more immune to criticism for political reasons). Domestically, US forces in Iraq and Israeli forces in the occupied territories are accountable to elected governments and thus the people of these states. The criminal convictions and demotions of some participants in the Abu Ghraib prison abuse episode shows the possibilities for such accountability. 96 US domestic reaction to the abuses by US forces suggests how strong this accountability can beonce the abuses are revealed, of course. In the case of Israel, the possibility of review of Israeli army actions by the judiciary, even though the Supreme Court often sides with the government, provides some individual remedy in a manner stronger than the recourse to the Kosovo Ombudsperson.
This analogy has its limits, of course, insofar as officials and citizens in democracies may choose to remain unaware of abuses by their personnel or tacitly approve them once they do, as is seen in the apparent immunity of more senior US military and civilian officials from political or bureaucratic responsibility for detainee abuses. 97 Moreover, it should not be mistaken for a claim that occupations by states are more benign than those by transitional administrations. Indeed, the closer scrutiny of occupying troops by individual democratic governments compared to that of transitional administrators is a response to the increased likelihood of abuse when only one state is in charge of an occupation. As both those favouring and opposing multinational coalitions compared to single actor military operations have long understood, efficacy and the possibility for abuses are two sides of the same coin.
98 So while transitional administrations receive less scrutiny than occupations, they probably need it less.
Lessons for the Future
My analysis has examined two ways in which states and international organizations stand on common ground as they occupy territory: in finding the best approach to applying multiple, sometimes competing, legal frameworks to their operations; and in managing their use of coercion in a way that outside actors regard as not merely legal, but legitimate. In this final section, I offer some concrete policy recommendations to these two sets of occupiers and their lawyers. Before beginning, one must note that the future of international territorial administration is somewhat obscure. Though generally effective in East Timor, Eastern Slavonia, and Mostar (though the mission's legacy appears quite shortlived), the continued unrest within Kosovo leaves room for doubt as to the viability of this mechanism of conflict resolution. After the US invasion of Afghanistan and ouster of the Taliban government in 2001, the UN's members rejected a UN transitional administration or major governance role in favour of the so-called 'light footprint' approach.
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States can improve their legitimacy and effectiveness as occupiers by heeding two key lessons from international organizations, each associated with one of the two issues in this paper. First, with respect to legal frameworks, one of the comparative advantages that international organizations continue to have over state occupiers is their acceptance of the central role of human rights law in the mission. already noted, states continue to show resistance to the application of human rights law. Were they to act a bit more like international organizations, they might well discover that their mission, however long it lasts, proves more acceptable internally and externally, though of course the occupied population will always regard the state occupier as foreign. The willingness of the occupier to comply with human rights and limit its prerogatives under humanitarian law to exceptional circumstances can improve the condition of occupier and occupied alike.
Second, with respect to the legitimacy of coercion, as explained above, the internationalization of an occupation will not eliminate security threats to it. An occupied population will not suddenly view foreign troops as liberators simply because they hail from a number of countries or are wearing blue helmets or berets. The Bosnia war demonstrated this reality with respect to combat, and the attitudes of many Serbs and Albanians within Kosovo confirm it with respect to occupation. But the continued special legitimacy of international organization missions suggests that internationalization of an occupying force will limit criticism of the mission when it needs to take security measures. Criticism will not, of course, disappear -especially by NGOs -nor should it. Indeed, the work of the OSCE and the Ombudsperson in Kosovo shows how international organizations can constructively open themselves up to intelligent criticism (although those models can also be seen as a public relations strategy for NATO and the UN while the Member States continue to give the operations significant discretion to maintain security).
The most obvious target of this lesson is the United States in Iraq. Even had the Iraqi population responded to an invasion and occupation by a broad-based coalition with UN approval exactly the same way as it did to the US/UK force, outside elites would still have rightly viewed the presence of the former as more legitimate. Any human rights and humanitarian law violations it might commit in the course of its mission would receive greater tolerance internationally. Even where a state will not share occupational responsibilities (e.g., Israel in the West Bank), both these lessons might be achieved by the presence of foreign observers closely embedded with occupying troops. Occupiers would be confronted with outsiders more concerned about human rights law, thus deterring abuses. Impartial observers will also certainly find themselves agreeing from time to time with some occupational tactics, thus increasing outside tolerance for them. Other governments may also accept (some quite cynically) the occupation because monitors might prevent or at least uncover the worst abuses. Of course, this proposal faces significant obstacles: occupying states continue to see independent observers as threats to their mission; and international monitors will fear a sacrifice in their independence if they need to rely upon the occupiers for their movement and safety.
But can international organizations learn anything from states to improve their performance on these two issues? Some caution is called for, as state occupations continue to have a stigma not associated with UN missions, and most recent state occupations have resulted in greater abuses against the local population than have those of international organizations. But UN missions would, I believe, benefit from studying the experiences of democratic state occupiers like Israel or the United States.
Disapproval of these occupations should not blind policy-makers to studying both the approaches they took to legal frameworks and the reactions of others to their use of coercion. The interlocking legal frameworks, the need to maintain basic security, the inherent limitations on the occupiers' ability to control civilian life, and the best forms of accountability over personnel are just some of the concerns shared by states and international organizations. An examination of states' negative occupational experiences is likely to prove useful to those involved in future UN administrations, just as a study of the British colonial failures in Mesopotamia is important for understanding the current morass in Iraq.
Nonetheless, it may be unrealistic to expect such an inquiry of international organizations. It seems unlikely that the Lessons Learned Unit within the UN's Department of Peacekeeping Operations would examine state occupations for the reason mentioned above -the UN and its members simply do not conceive of their operations as occupations in law or in fact. Perhaps the willingness of the SecretaryGeneral to formally accept core rules of IHL for UN peacekeepers suggests a change in this position, but the aversion by most Member States to the idea of occupation remains strong. At the very least, international organization forces can be encouraged to accept oversight of their operations from the ICRC or other international organizations.
Though occupation should remain at best a short-term response to disruptions of international peace, self-defence or threats to the peace of a particular region make certain occupations inevitable. Though international organizations enter occupied territories with a special cloak of legitimacy unavailable to most state occupiers, the two have much in common. As long as citizens of occupied territories oppose foreign occupation -and, as both Kosovo and Iraq demonstrate, even those who welcome the occupiers at first will come to tire of them soon enough -both must conduct their occupations with a coherent approach to the relevant international and domestic law and be able to justify any coercive actions. Such a commitment would represent a modest step for these two sorts of occupiers in distancing their actions from the more typical occupations imposed on conquered peoples.
